BESPOKE SURFACES
« AVIARY ETCHED ASH «
Daniel Heath Studio Surface Specification and Price Guide

BESPOKE SURFACES
« AVIARY ETCHED ASH «
This elegant Ash wooden grained surface is adorned by Daniel’s famous
hand-drawn illustrations. Using custom illustrated birds and intricate
climbing vines; a continuous non-repeating pattern is etched permanently
into the wooden surface. The crafted Ash surface creates a delicate yet
highly luxurious feel and can be uniquely engineered to fit around many
of the features of the room, such as doorframes and fixtures and fittings.
Have as many birds as you desire this unique design can be custom
designed to suit client tastes and needs.
Material: Responsibly sourced Ash veneered panels
Provenance: Sourced in the British Isles, made in East London, hand
and machine crafted
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SURFACE ORIENTATION & BESPOKE OPTIONS
Available in custom panel sizes and adorned with a non-repeating design.

Example ENGINEERED PATTERN ON AJOINING WALL PANELS

Section of etched design onto Ash veneered surface
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FAQ'S
British sourced Ash veneered surface is adorned by Daniel’s famous hand-drawn illustrations. The surface is available in panels and is made to custom sizes
and specifications.
What is Aviary Etched Ash Surface made from?
The surface is made from responsibly sourced Ash veneered plywood.
Where can I apply Aviary Etched Ash Surface?
To wall areas including kitchen and bathroom feature wall areas, bar surround or to create decorative statements panels. The Aviary Etched Ash Surface can
be applied as a normal wooden panel.
Is Aviary Etched Ash Surface water repellent and can it be cleaned?
Aviary Etched Ash Surface can be cleaned, as normal wooden panels would be. Simply use household furniture polish. We do not recommend using products
that contain bleach or solvents to clean this surface. This surface is not water repellent.
How do I install Aviary Etched Ash Surface?
We suggest that the surface is installed using one of our recommended contractors.
What are the measurements of Aviary Etched Ash Surface ?
The mirrored surface can be made in custom panel sizes. As the surface is custom-made, we work with clients to specify the right amount, often designing
unique panel formations for them. Please consult the studio before purchasing.
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FAQ'S
Can Aviary Etched Ash Surface be cut?
Yes. It can be cut just the same as normal wooden panels, however we recommend that we have the surface cut and prepared for installation around intricate
fixtures and fittings.
Do you suggest over-ordering?
With this surface, there is no need to over-order as we supply it custom-made.
Do you ship worldwide?
We can ship globally and have trusted couriers who we regularly use. We can, however, work with your own choice of courier if preferred. Please note
shipping costs will vary depending on quantity and destination.
Can I request a sample of the Aviary Etched Ash Surface?
We offer samples of the Ash surface on a 4 week loan basis. We ask that the samples are then kindly returned to our London based studio. If you need a sample
on a permanent basis please contact us.
What is the lead-time for an Aviary Etched Ash Surfacer order?
We ask for an approximate lead-time of 4 weeks from initial payment.
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SURFACE PRICE GUIDE
AVIARY ETCHED ASH

FINISH regular Ash grain or hand-stained white wash (custom tints on request)
GUIDE PRICE (per sqm) from £450 (ex works)
SIZE custom panel sizes made to order
We also offer a Trade discount, please get in touch for further details.
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« DANIEL HEATH STUDIO «
Daniel Heath is a British award winning independent wallpaper,
textile and surface designer renowned for his illustrative and engaging
designs. The studio applies Daniel’s craft ideologies through the use
of contemporary processes in combination with heritage materials to
create bespoke interior surfaces. The studio has built up a reputation for
beautifying salvaged and responsibly sourced materials such as Welsh
Roof Slate, Victorian Oak, and Iroko Hardwood to create uniquely
tailor-made surfaces, which are applied to interior wall panels and
furniture for high-end residential and contract applications.
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